And The Blind Continue Leading The Blind!!!!!!!

Solid Gold is in the truth Col. Prove what I shared in the previous email is not true,..... if you can't find fault, well there it is, you have your solid gold.
Even better I can prove what your on about RBA "Official Interest Rate" is not solid-gold, is not true, is a fairytale........

Hello Commonwealth Of Australia please talk to me?????? - shit, no one there, oh, well it must be a fairytale.

Hello NSW State Government please talk to me??????? - shit, no one there, oh, well it must be a fairytale.
Hello High Court Of Australia please talk to me??????? - shit, no one there, oh, well it must be a fairytale.
Hello Supreme Court Of NSW please talk to me??????? - shit, no one there, oh, well it must be a fairytale.
Hello Macquarie Bank please talk to me???????? - shit, no one there, oh, well it must be a fairytale.
Hello Reserve Bank Of Australia please talk to me?????? - shit, no one there, oh, well it must be a fairytale.

Hello Official RBA Interest Rate please talk to me????????? - - shit, no one there, oh, well it must be a fairytale.
You see Col, its all fiction, therefore is dead, has no substance to offer MAN value..... RBA "Official Interest Rate" is an illusion, it does not exist.

I can only reveal to the conscious-living what is a fairytale, unfortunately for those completely lost to fairytales,
are in the fairytale unconsciously acting as trained agents in commerce,

provided with scripts (dramas)
that are indeed policies

which forms the fiction-fantasy movie called "The Western-World-Civilisation"
(The Civilisation Built Around Commerce).

A movie that started long-ago in ancient-times without end as yet.... yawn... yawn.... yawn.....
As agents in commerce, believers and worshipers of fiction,

they are no longer conscious of the living flesh and blood man with spirit embodied or for
that matter anything of conscious-living creation.

All they see is the programmed policy which they live (act) their fairytale lives (rolls) out of.

Hello to hundreds of thousands of 3rd party titles representing both the act and the movie they act in, written, produced and directed by "The Crown".
"The Crown" is the King (the figurehead - the founding father - the inventor)

Olmec Heads

Olmec civilization predated Mayan, Aztec, and Inca civilizations. Beardless Olmecs who created these great stone portraits of themselves also created this bearded figurine. Is it possible to believe that the Olmecs weren’t acquainted with old world civilizations?
of the fictitious movie called "The Western-World-Civilisation",

who overseas a network of devoted supporters/believers (co-writers, co-producers, co-directors)
in "The Crown's Movie" "The Western-World-Civilisation".

This network is The Knights Templar's Free Masons
otherwise known as the Ancient Egyptian Cult Of The All Seeing Eye.
They are all masters of fiction.
Their job is to continue co-writing, co-producing, co-directing the fairytale movie started by their founding-father.
called "The Western-World-Civilisation" (man and woman enslaved to fiction/con-structs under-the-standing of Satan)
and be sure that they have the total global population as actors

(agents in commerce) involved in this movie all their waking time,
from birth to death.

How can something be "official" if it does not exist, and if it does not exist then it is a fairytale??????

Straw men need not apply

All that exist is creation regardless of whatever destruction we have done to creation to
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form the dead fairytale images of RBS "The Official Interest Rate".

Hello RBA "The Official Interest Rate" please talk to me, where do you live, what do you do for relaxation, where do you eat and what do you drink etc,

what do you do for creation that aids creation in rolling along here and now ?????

Only the insane think like this, would ask questions like this "come up with the proof the
RBA sets "The Official Interest Rate".

Regardless of the phenomenal effort by the Templars/Free Masons to make fiction totally believable/acceptable/real via education etc etc, its still a fairytale and does not exist.
What we are dealing with here Col are brilliantly trained Black-Magic Warlocks and Witches casting "spells" and "The Crown" is at the head of this bullshit.... The earth was once flat, man walked on the moon, and interest rates are real.... sure..... prove it Col, and remember a fairytale is just that a fairytale. Any evidence you bring forward to prove it exists will only be destroyed creation as in trees, soil, mountains, men, women, children etc etc.

Notice the Templar-Masonic Symbolism
Notice the Templar-Masonic Symbolism
Notice The Templar-Masonic Symbolism
IN CASE YOU WERE WONDERING WHO IS ACTUALLY COMING TO DINNER UNINVITED...HERE’S SOME TEMPLAR/MASONIC SYMBOLS
Notice The Templar-Masonic Symbolism
Notice The Templar-Masonic Symbolism - crest of Prince Charles
And Who Is Planned To Be The Next "The Crown" Of The Globe (NWO) since the dream was implemented by their founding father SATAN
back in Ancient Egypt?????
Its all a CON COL
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Go and smell the roses instead, eat an apple, grow tomatoes. The living world is dying Col, its been neglected and seriously abused because of men and women being preoccupied with fairytales like RBA "official interest rates".

All the best
Arthur Cristian
Love For Life